Original designs in Verbatim celebrate a Vintage Modern aesthetic, blending architectural forms with artisanal detailing.

Crafted from wire-brushed White Oak veneers in a rich brown finish with a deep umber glaze that accentuates grain lines, silhouettes in the collection include dining, occasional and media designs. Geometric inlays and striking applications of antique brass and bronze convey an artist’s touch in the hand crafting of each piece. Signature items feature exotic accent materials like White Crystal stone, Century Marble and rare Milky Quartzite, suggesting the one-of-a-kind individuality of a commissioned piece.
VERBATIM

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

Unusual and sometimes rare materials are utilized in this collection to achieve our unique designs. For additional information about specific materials, please see pages 254-255 of our Volume I catalog before ordering.
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Verbatim’s dining tables boast strong architectural forms intended to highlight the relationship between the rich brown wire-brushed oak grain against patinated vintage brass elements. The round dining table’s trapezoidal base is substantial while still respecting open space, and creates a striking silhouette.

2170-870C Verbatim
Round Dining Table
54 inch diameter x 30H in.
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

Our rectangular dining table features sled bases each cut with a half ellipse and then inlaid in vintage brass, and extends from 88” to 112”, seating ten.

Verbatim’s dining chairs are based on a late 1940’s antique and feature tapered slot backs with nailheads tracked on the sleek interior edges. Both the chairs and stools are standard in fabric 220211 Landen, an indoor performance fabric that is highly resistant to staining, with a woven linen construction in soft shades of ivory and taupe. They are also available in all Lexington Choice Seating fabrics and COM.

VERBATIM - DINING ROOM AND BARSTOOLS

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

---

2170-895-01 Verbatim Upholstered Swivel Counter Stool
- 19.5W x 23.75D x 49H in.
- Seat: 19.5W x 18.5D x 24H in.
- Standard fabric 220211
- Also available in Special Order fabrics, leathers and COM.

2170-896-01 Verbatim Upholstered Swivel Barstool
- 19.5W x 23.75D x 47H in.
- Seat: 19.5W x 18.5D x 30H in.
- Standard fabric 220211
- Also available in Special Order fabrics, leathers and COM.

---

VERBATIM - DINING ROOM AND BARSTOOLS

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

2170-895-01 Verbatim Upholstered Swivel Counter Stool
- 19.5W x 23.75D x 49H in.
- Seat: 19.5W x 18.5D x 24H in.
- Standard fabric 220211
- Also available in Special Order fabrics, leathers and COM.

2170-896-01 Verbatim Upholstered Swivel Barstool
- 19.5W x 23.75D x 47H in.
- Seat: 19.5W x 18.5D x 30H in.
- Standard fabric 220211
- Also available in Special Order fabrics, leathers and COM.

The Verbatim stools are standard in fabric 220211 Landen, an indoor performance fabric that is highly resistant to staining, with antique brass nailheads and kickplate, and a return memory swivel.
CONSOLES AND BOOKCASES

Verbatim’s media consoles are true statement pieces, with deep overlays on the doors framed in antique brass and centered with bold, overscaled hardware in an asymmetrical organic pattern. The standard console is designed for flat screens up to 75”, while the long console will anchor the largest high-end screens available today.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

VERBATIM - CONSOLES AND BOOKCASES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.
At 100” in length, the Long Media Console delivers dramatic foundational scale for today’s largest high-end monitors or as an anchor piece for any long wall. The brass plinth base lifts the console from the floor, moving the eye to the symmetry of the overlay door panels and brass accents. Two adjustable shelves behind each set of doors, cord management porting, and a reversible vented back panel are all standard, allowing space for a wide array of component storage.

**VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES**

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

**VERBATIM - CONSOLES AND BOOKCASES**

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

**2170-991 Verbatim Bookcase**

36W x 18D x 89H in.

Verbatim’s stately and versatile bookcase features a combination of white oak grain patterns, with side panels contrasting both flat and quartered grain cuts in an elliptical motif accented with vintage brass.

Verbatim’s stately and versatile bookcase features a combination of white oak grain patterns, with side panels contrasting both flat and quartered grain cuts in an elliptical motif accented with vintage brass.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

VERBATIM - CONSOLES AND BOOKCASES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.
Verbatim's media console range is completed with stunning artisanal églomisé panels framed in sliding brass door frames. Each tempered glass panel is back-painted individually by gifted artists, then sealed with a mirror-like backing. Each panel is the work of an individual artist and will vary in appearance from piece to piece.

**VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES**

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

**VERBATIM - CONSOLES AND BOOKCASES**

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

**2170-909 Verbatim Media Console/Buffet**

67.75W x 18D x 32H in

**2170-910 Verbatim Long Console**

100.5W x 18D x 32H in

Verbatim églomisé Media Consoles feature hand-painted tempered glass panels framed in sliding brass frames, with four adjustable shelves, cord management, and reversible vented back panels. Each panel is the work of an individual artist and will vary in appearance from piece to piece.
The Verbatim Rectangular Cocktail juxtaposes the ellipse motif upon a linear form, featuring a beautiful oval of sheeted vintage brass inserted within the confines of rich brown oak, with a subtle floating effect created by the vintage brass plinth base.

2170-945 Verbatim Rectangular Cocktail Table
48W x 32D x 18H in.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

VERBATIM - OCCASIONAL AND SPOT TABLES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

Verbatim’s shapely Oval Cocktail is a statement of visual motion, with its sculptural shape opened by a second ellipse framed in vintage brass trim and floating upon a brass plinth base.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

The trapezoidal shape of the end table is softened with radius corners and features the same sheeted vintage brass as the accompanying occasional pieces.

VERBATIM - OCCASIONAL AND SPOT TABLES
Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

Like the cocktail, the Rectangular End Table boasts the same juxtaposition of elliptical shaping upon a linear form, featuring vintage brass sheeted in the opening and on the plinth base.

2170-950 Verbatim End Table
24W x 16D x 24H in.

2170-955 Verbatim
Rectangular End Table
21W x 16D x 26H in.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

VERBATIM - OCCASIONAL AND SPOT TABLES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

2170-966 Verbatim X Console
36W x 12D x 34H in.
VERBATIM - 2170 SERIES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.

The convex curve of the Hall Chest softens the otherwise strong visual lines of the drawer overlays, all of which are framed in vintage brass and centered with unique hardware in an organic pattern. As with all Artistica chests, the Verbatim features soft-close drawer guides.

2170-973 Verbatim
Convex Hall Chest
36W x 18D x 36H in.

VERBATIM - OCCASIONAL AND SPOT TABLES

Vintage Modern designs in white oak veneers and select hardwoods in a rich brown wire-brushed and cerused finish. Custom hardware and decorative metal accents in an antiqued brass finish.
VERBATIM - 2181 SERIES APRICITY
Contemporary design clad in bronze with crushed white crystal stone.

The Apricity is a truly unique design conceptualizing a massive torn bronze ingot, revealing a brilliant, geode-like interior. The bases are fiber-casted and then electroformed in a thick coating of bronze, and then inlaid with broken pieces of White Crystal stone and topped with 3/4” glass.

2181-945C Apricity
Rectangular Cocktail Table
60W x 32D x 18.5H in.

VERBATIM - 2176 SERIES HUXLEY
Natural polished finished iron base with bronze accents.

An original design in iron and antiqued bronze, with the iron base polished enough to reveal brightness, but still retaining mill scale and an overall antique effect.

2176-951C Huxley
Rectangular Spot Table
24W x 20D x 24H in.

Originally designed based on an Italian antique, our most popular occasional series is now available in stunning polished stainless steel combination.
VERBATIM - 2177 SERIES MORIARTY
Polished century marble, iron, cast zinc top and post clad in bronze.

The Moriarty is an original design based on a puddle of molten bronze. The top is a casted replica of the original spill, clad in bronze, and stands on a solid base of Century marble, with a brass post joining the two.

2177-950 Moriarty Spot Table
15W x 15D x 23H in.

VERBATIM - 2184 SERIES CLARENCE
Antiqued silver finished iron base with Milky Quartz veneered stone top.

The Clarence is a rustic form in hammered and tapered iron, and featuring a live-edge top in rare milky quartzite. Milky quartzite is a product of nature and will vary in coloration and appearance from piece to piece.

2184-951 Clarence Round Spot Table
16 inch diameter x 23H in.
DINING ROOM

2170-870C Verbatim Round Dining Table 34 in diameter x 30H in. Shown on pages: 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11
extends to 12W x 24 inch leaf Shown on pages: 2, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11

2170-877 Verbatim Rectangular Dining Table 78W x 42D x 30H in. Shown on pages: 5 and 7


2170-891 Verbatim Swivel Counter Stool Lexington fabrics and leathers and COM 19.5W x 21.5D x 41H in. Seat 19.5W x 18.5D x 24H in. Shown on page: 12

LIVING ROOM AND SPOT TABLES

2170-900 Verbatim Console 100W x 30D x 30H in. Shown on pages: 22 and 23

2170-910 Verbatim Long Console 160W x 30D x 32H in. Shown on pages: 22 and 23

2170-915 Verbatim Rectangular End Table 21W x 16D x 24H in. Shown on page: 29

CARE

FURNITURE CARE:
- Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight.
- Do not leave plastic or rubber materials on wood surfaces.
- Wipe up spills immediately.
- Clean with a non-silicone furniture polish, rubbing with the grain.
- Avoid common hazards such as hot dishes, use a protective pad, harsh solvents (nail polish remover, alcohol) and abrasives.

STONE AND METAL CARE:
- Maintain with regular dusting.
- Wipe spills immediately.
- Never set drinks or liquids directly on wood, metal or stone surfaces.

UPHOLSTERY CARE:
- Use your Artistica Upholstery dealer, visit www.artistica.com or call 336.474.5300 ext. 2.
- Never remove cushion covers for cleaning.
- Never use bleach or any tumble method of cleaning.

CONSTRUCTION NOTE:
- In order to provide our customers with the best possible quality and value, this collection includes items or components produced outside the United States.

NOTE TO FURNITURE RETAILERS:
- Possession of this catalog does not constitute authority to purchase, and the furnishing of this catalog does not constitute an offer by the Company to sell any of the items contained herein. Artistica reserves the right to alter specifications or discontinue items at any time without advance notice. All price lists and catalogs remain the property of Artistica, and must be returned, or made available, without the express written consent of Artistica, and must be returned, or made available, without cost, to Artistica promptly should the relationship be terminated by either party. Failure to observe this restriction may result in termination, legal action or both.

FIND US ON THE WEB:
- Facebook.com/ArtisticaHome
- Instagram.com/ArtisticaHome

VERBATIM INDEX

VERBATIM INDEX
To locate a dealer in your area, visit artisticahome.com or call 336.474.5300 ext. 2